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Walter Ötsch / Nina Horaczek
Walter Ötsch is teaches Economics and cultural history at the Cusanus University. He ist communication coach a right-wing expert
in high demand. His latest book, Haider Light (2000) on Austrian
populist Joerg Haider became bestseller.
Nina Horaczek is the chief editor of the Austian weekly Falter. She
frequently writes on right-wing populism and is the author of multiple non-fiction books such as Against Prejudice: How to Coquer
stupid Accusations with Good Arguments (2015)

Populism for Beginners

A manual to tempt the masses
At its core, right-wing populism has some very
easy mechanisms: It is "Us against Them", it is the
attempt to divide the world into good guys and
bad guys. This book explains the inner workings
of the language, the methods, and the organisation
of populist leaders and their parties in a clear and
eye-opening fashion. In their "manual" communication expert Walter Ötsch and journalist Nina
Horaczek coach you how to become a successful
demagogue. Ultimately, the schemes and the codes
of the "craft" become plainly visible − and enable
you to successfully debunk and oppose right-wing
idiots.

Original Title:
Populismus für Anfänger. Anleitung
zur Volksverführung
Original language: German
August 2017
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

" Useful tips and instructions on how to oppose
demagogues even in close combat."
ORF Context
" A timely, an important, a necessary book."
SRF Culture

www.westendverlag.de
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Emran Feroz
Emran Feroz works as an independent journalist, focusing on the
Middle East and Central Asia. Among others, he writes for Al Jazeera, New York Times, Die Zeit and die tageszeitung. He reports
on America’s drone wars on a regular basis and is one of the few
European journalists who travels Afghanistan outside of designated
“safe zones”. To document civilians killed by drone strikes, he initiated www.dronememorial.com.

With the Push of a Button

The true extend of the US-DroneTerror ‒ How murder became a daily
business.
Since the beginning of the ‚war on terror‘, USdrone-strikes in Afghanistan and other Arabic countries happen on a daily basis. Former
US-President Barack Obama authorized 26.172
air strikes during his last year of service alone and
recent numbers show, that the new administration under Donald Trump further extended the
bombardement. The number of deaths extends the
official numbers given by the US-administration
many times over, yet noone seems to care for the
thousands of innocent victims and their families.
Emran Feroz has met with survivors, taliban-leaders and whistleblowers to show the true scale of the
"world's biggest terrorist action" (Chomsky).

Original Title:
Tod per Knopfdruck. Das wahre Ausmaß des US-Drohnen-Terrors oder
Wie Mord zum Alltag werden konnte.
Original language: German
October 2017
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

" Drone warfare has already become one of the most consequential, yet under-discussed, developments of

the war on terror. Emran Feroz has become one of the world's most knowledgeable and intrepid journalists
in reporting on and analyzing all aspects of this dystopian development. Emran's work combines all the
best attributes of vital journalism - courage, deep research and great insight - and his work has become
indispensable for understanding the vital debates we must have about drones."
Glenn Greenwald, The Intercept

" We read triumphant reports about suspected terrorists liquidated in sophisticated drone strikes, perhaps

along with others – “combatants,” because they were there. We do not read about the faceless young
Afghan girl Aisha whose extended family, mostly women and children, was wiped out in one of these
exercises of the super-powerful. These are the missing tales that Emran Feroz provides from the ravaged
grounds subjected to regular terror from the sky."
Noam Chomsky

www.westendverlag.de
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Henning Burk
Henning Burk works as an author and producer for ARD, ZDF, 3sat
and arte. In his more than 100 TV-documentaries he often discusses the time of National Socialism – for example the pillaging
of Jewish citizens by criminal tax laws, the book burning and the
“elimination through forced labour” in the concentration camp of
Mauthausen.

Hitler, Braunau and I

How my great-grandmother could
have prevented the war
Difficult enough if you happen to be born in
Braunau, hometown of Adolf Hitler. What weighs
even heavier for author Henning Burk is the fact
that he never got the chance to talk with his mother about her role during World War II. She kept her
silence and spoke neither of Braunau, nor about
her relationship with “the major son of the city”.
And then there is the great-grandmother who gave
birth to little Adolf – a demanding heritage for the
whole family until today. After the death of his
mother, Henning Burk begins to search for his past
to reveal the puzzling entanglement of his family
in the history of the Third Reich.

Original Title:
Hitler, Braunau und ich.
Wie meine Urgroßmutter den Krieg
hätte verhindern können
Original language: German
Publication in September 2017
320 pages, including many photographs

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Daniel Bax
Daniel Bax is an editor in the resort of domestic affairs for the taz,
die tageszeitung in Berlin. In his writing, he focusses on migration
and religion, pop-culture and politics. Born in Brazil and growing up
in Freiburg, he is one of the most outspoken critics against racism
and political extremism in Germany. In 2015, he published his first
book Fear of the Occident. Why we should not fear Muslims, but
Islamophobia (Westend).

Treacherous Tempters

Why right-wing populism is so very
successful
Right-wing populists are gaining popularity,
authoritarian demagogues are gaining territory.
But who are these people who vote for right-wing
tempters and what is going on inside the heads of
those “concerned citizens”? Are they scared of losing their economic status? Or do they fear the loss
of something different? Which role do the media
play in this? Is left-wing populism really the appropriate answer? Daniel Bax shows us some reasons
for the current success of right-wing populists and
gives inspiration for change.

Original Title:
Die Verführer. Warum Rechtspopulismus so erfolgreich ist.
Original language: German
January 2018
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

By the same Author:

Fear of the Occident

Original Title:
Angst ums Abendland. Warum wir
uns nicht vor Muslimen, sondern vor
den Islamfeinden fürchten sollten.

Can Islam be part of Europe? It is the question
which deeply divides public opinion – yet the debate is often tainted by prejudice and ignorance.
Daniel Bax argues that the real danger is coming
from a different direction. In a time of uncertainty,
right-wing extremists managed to get a foothold
in many European Parliaments. In the end, our
exaggerated fear of Muslims may destroy the core
values Europe stands for.

Original language: German
Published in August 2015
256 pages

Why we should not fear muslims, but
islamophobia

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Abraham Melzer
Abraham Melzer was raised in Israel and became a German citizen
in 1958. Up until 2012 he was the head of Joseph-Melzer-Verlag,
a publishing house founded by his father. He published numerous
books and a magazine about the Near-East conflict. Abraham Melzer is a member of “European Jews for a Just Peace”.

Fabricating Antisemites

Original Title:
Die Antisemitenmacher. Wie die
neue Rechte Kritik an der Politik
Israels verhindert.

When criticising the Israeli politics one quickly runs
the risk of being called an antisemite. Even Jews
who publicly take a firm stand on the oppression
of Palestinians are silenced and met with hostility.
Publisher Abraham Melzer, who has experienced
some of the hatred first hand, scrutinizes the tactics
used by right-wing politicians in Israel and their
advocates around the world. Without losing awareness for the real dangers, he reveals with his book
how the accusation “antisemite” was abused in the
past and the present alike. Not accepting any double
standards, he criticizes the unconditional support
Israel enjoys from the German government and
the Jewish establishment in Germany while clearly
stating: Not in my name!

Original language: German
October 2017
288 pages

How the new right silences critics of Israel

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Shalom Weiss

© privat

Shalom Weiss was born in Hungary in 1929. After his childhood, he
suffered the horrible world of Bergen-Belsen and Auschwitz. Surviving the war, he migrated to Israel in 1949. After his duty in the Israeli
army he started working at the petroleum refineries of Haifa and
Ashdod, where he became a professional engineer and later on, Executive Director.

How Could You Stay Human
in Auschwitz?
A story of human survival and trauma
through three generations

This book is an exceptional literary creation and an
important historical document, as Shalom Weiss
describes his life before, during and after the holocaust using a beautiful and simple diction. Unlike
others, Weiss takes the liberty – and that’s his literary merit – to tell his own, often gruesome tale in a
most witty and serene fashion. The book also sheds
light on how following generations, and the families of the survivors especially, came to terms with
the biggest human catastrophe of the 20th century,
as Weiss wrote in close dialogue with his daughter
and grandchildren. His narration spans a lifetime
and explores the full specter of human emotions
and experience, to create something truly unique.

Original Title:
Wie konntest du Mensch sein in
Auschwitz?
Drei Generationen versuchen zu
verstehen.
Original language: German
August 2017
480 pages, with many illustrations
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

" This Book enters the core of the soul. We

get to know a man who is wise and humane,
sharp-eyed and sober-minded. It will forever
accompany me from now on."
David Grossmann, Israeli writer and winner
of the Peace Prize of the German Book Trade
(2010)

www.westendverlag.de

Rolf Verleger

© privat

Prof. Dr. Rolf Verleger, psychologist and son of two survivors from
the elimination of the European Judaism, was member of the Central Council of Jews in Germany from 2005 to 2009. At the heart of
the Jewish community in Germany, he is one of the most outspoken voices for justice for Palestine and against the settlement policies of Israel.

100 Years Homeland?

Judaism and Israel between altruism
and nationalism
In November 1917 the British foreign minister
Balfour wrote: „His Majesty's government view
with favour the establishment in Palestine of a
national home for the Jewish people, and will use
their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement
of this object.” How come that Lord Montague,
the only Jew in the British Cabinet, was against
this declaration? Wasn’t it good for the European
Jews that they were considered as a nation in need
of a country? Seemingly, this question came to
its conclusion with the shoah and the consequent
foundation of Israel in 1948. In the 20th century,
European Jews became victims of a great injustice,
but when will their moral immunity be depleted?

Original Title:
Hundert Jahre Heimatland? Judentum zwischen Nächstenliebe und
Nationalismus.
Original language: German
October 2017
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

An eye-opening critical investigation into the
history and the myths of Zionism.

www.westendverlag.de

© Baab

Patrik Baab is a political scientist and journalist for NDR and collaborated in the ARD-films on the mysterious death of Uwe Barschel.
He teaches practical journalism at Kiel University and at the college
for Media, Communication and Economy in Berlin.

© Harkavy

Patrik Baab / Robert E. Harkavy

Robert E. Harkavy is a professor emeritus for political science at the
State University Pennsylvania. He wrote several books about arms
trade, warfare in the Third World and defence policy. He worked as
advisor for the Pentagon and holds a doctor’s degree of Yale University.

In the clutches of intelligence

Original Title:
Im Spinnennetz der Geheimdienste.
Warum wurden Olof Palme, Uwe
Barschel und William Colby ermordet?

The world of CIA, FSB, Mossad or BND is usually
a banned zone. It is where agents conduct their
– sometimes bloody – business. In their book
Robert E. Harkavy and Patrik Baab investigate covert operations leading to the unexplained deaths
of Olof Palme, Uwe Barschel and William Colby.
With sources from five different Secret Services,
interviews with numerous former secret service
staff they gathered material to connect the three
deaths in a worldwide plot where the biggest part is
still unknown: the Iran-Contra-Affair.

Original language: German
September 2017
384 pages

Why did Olof Palme, Uwe Barschel
and William Colby have to die?

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

A mesmerizing, yet non-fictional spy-thriller
on some of the greatest unsolved political
murders of the Cold War.

www.westendverlag.de

Mathias Bröckers

© privat

Mathias Bröckers worked among others for the German newspapers taz, die tageszeitung, Zeit and the online magazine Telepolis.
He is the author of several international bestsellers such as We are
the Good Guys and 9/11 – collapse of a lie.

The Real Game of Thrones

Original Title:
König Donald, die unsichtbaren
Meister und der Kampf um den
Thron

This book tells the old tale of the struggle for
power and influence, a story ripe with political
schemes and covert murders. Yet it is all very real −
A real Game of Thrones starring King Donald, the
treacherous heir Hillary and the invisible masters
of intelligence. The chronicle of recent events is a
literary hybrid: its a fantasy novel with footnotes, a
non-fictional fairytale. And it is probably the most
appropriate way of reporting on politics in times
of »Fake News«, because, as we all know, thruth
always lies in the eyes of the beholder.

Original language: German
Published in June 2017
208 pages

The Whole Truth about
Everything

Original Title:
Die ganze Wahrheit über alles. Wie
wir unsere Zukunft doch noch retten
können.

The few “big fish” winning the global game of
optimization, make everybody else believe, that
the world we live in today is way too complex to be
understood. Bestselling authors Sven Böttcher and
Mathias Bröckers show in their new, long overdue
book that this is by no means the case and explain
everything you need to know to survive in a world
gone crazy.

Original language: German
Published in March 2016
336 pages

King Donald and the invisible
masters of intelligence

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

By the same Author:

How to save the world and our future

8000 copies sold
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

www.westendverlag.de

© Herby Sachs, WDR

Ulrike Herrmann
Ulrike Herrmann is economic correspondent, parliamentary correspondent and head of the communications department for the daily
newspaper taz since the year 2000. Her publications often address
basic issues of politics, both social and economic. She is a regular
guest on national TV and radio talk shows.

No Capitalism is no Solution

Original Title:
Kein Kapitalismus ist auch
keine Lösung.
Was wir heute von Adam Smith, Karl
Marx und Maynard Keynes lernen
können.

What are the reasons for financial crises? Why are
rich people rich and poor people poor? How does
money work? Where does economic growth come
from? A firm grasp on the classics is necessary to
find answers to these questions and to understand
what went wrong in contemporary economics:
Adam Smith, Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes
– important thinkers whose academic representation is either small, faulty or simply non-existent.
An astounding fact, considering they gave the best
answers to the questions asked above – which is
the reason why they need to be rediscovered.

Original language: German
Published in September 2016
288 pages

Victory of Capital

Original Title:
Der Sieg des Kapitals. Wie der Reichtum in die Welt kam: Die Geschichte
von Wachstum, Geld und Krisen

The crisis of todays economy or
What we can learn from Smith,
Marx and Keynes

30.000 copies sold
Rights sold to Korea

By the same Author:

How humans created wealth: The history of
growth, money and crisis
Money is a mystery: Everyone uses it, yet no one
seems to fully understand it. The same applies to
the events in the financial markets that leave most
people helpless. Ulrike Herrmann delivers not only
an economic analysis, but also describes the historical development of our economic system. Illustrative examples from history help us understand
current problems. And they show us that many
supposedly new debates of today are in fact ageold. Critics agree: whoever wishes to understand
financial crises has to read this book.

Original language: German
Published in September 2013
25.000 copies sold
Rights sold to China, Korea, Japan,
Poland, Vietnam, Finland

www.westendverlag.de
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Nicole Klauss
Nicole Klauss graduated in Art History and Romanism to start a
career in art consulting and her schooling in oenology. Becoming
mother of two children, she intensified her interest for the non-alcoholic, refined cuisine while consulting caterers and restaurant
owners. Always on the look-out for new tasting experiences, she
blogs on food-pairings and innovative beverages.

The New Drinking Culture
Perfect food-pairings
without alcohol

Saying no to alcohol does not have to be a sacrifice:
If you decide to go booze-free for the night, there is
much more to choose from than just a stale water
or coke. Nicole Klauss presents the versatile and
exiting world of alcohol-free beverages: a world of
unbelievable taste adventures, where juices, teas
and historic as well as newly developed beverages
meet the ambitious cuisine. Discover refined creations as you learn everything about the taste variety alcohol-free beverages can provide. Whether
at home or at the restaurant, exciting new pairings
and tastings are ready to be discovered, because:

Sober is the new drunk!

Original Title:
Die neue Trinkkultur.
Speisen perfekt begleiten
ohne Alkohol
Original language: German
Published in March 2017
272 pages
designed, illustrated and colourized
throughout
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
6000 copies sold

* Top 3
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Backlist
Deadly Friendship

What we owe our animal friends and why we
cannot live without them
We could not have established global dominance
as a species had we not discovered meat. This fact
bears consequences for our relationship to animals and nutrition. It ought to be one of care and
respect, but turning the world vegan is neither
healthy, nor close to nature. To supply the global
resources for a vegan diet would require masses
of artificial fertilizers. Florian Schwinn offers an
ardent plea for animal rights and argues why mankind switching to veganism would be wrong.

Original Title:
Tödliche Freundschaft.
Was wir unseren Tieren schuldig sind
und warum wir ohne sie nicht leben
können
Original language: German
Published in January 2017
256 pages
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

© Martina Führer

Florian Schwinn is a journalist, author and
radio host. His career encompasses productions for
public television (ZDF) as well as work for the Hessischer Rundfunk as a journalist and host. Schwinn
received multiple awards for his works, including
the Robert-Geisendörfer-Prize in 2013.

We Have a Bone to Pick

Original Title:
Treffen sich zwei Knochen.
Fit und gelenkig bis ins hohe Alter

The ability to move freely and safe from pain, is
usually taken for granted – until losing it to arthrosis, arthritis or rheumatism. But where do
these vexing problems with our joints originate?
Dr. Thomas Pfeifer gives an illustrative, vivid, and
fascinating introduction to our bone system with
all its little gouts and aches, ranging from diagnosis
over therapy to prevention.

Original language: German
Published in 2016
240 pages

How to stay agile and fit with healthy joints

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
10.000 copies sold

Aachen, Muenster and Munich. He was a guest
physician at the Massachusetts General Hospital
at the Harvard Medical School in Boston. Since
1992 he runs his own doctors office together with
his brother Johannes and is regarded to be one of
the most renouned doctors in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.

© Hartmuth Schröder

Thomas Pfeifer studied medicine in Padua,

www.westendverlag.de

Backlist
The Profits of Terror

Original Title:
Die Profiteure des Terrors. Wie
Deutschland an Kriegen verdient und
arabische Diktaturen stärkt.

Siemens cashing in Billion-dollar deals with Cairo;
Riyadh and Abu Dhabi showing an increased
demand for weapon systems. Markus Bickel reveals
how western politics arms the Arabic World with
its fixation on trading profits. As always, it is the
local population paying the bloody price for the
increasing militarization: Just like the “War on
Terror” after 9/11, it is now the war against the
Islamic State that provides regimes with an excuse
to expand their repressive systems.

Original language: German
Published in April 2017
224 pages
6000 copies sold

© Antje Berghaeuser

How Germany earns billions while strengthening
Arabic dictatorships

Markus Bickel workes as an editor, war reporter

and as a correspondent from the Balkan region and
the Middle East for well-established German media companies like FAZ. Throughout his frequent
travels to the Middle East, he witnessed the fight
against the “Islamic State” up close on many fronts.

Conquering Europe

The Ukraine crisis and the role of the USA
Wolfgang Bittner delivers the definitive chronology
and analysis of the fatal influence of the US
on politics and public media in Europe, from the
beginning of the Maidan protests up to the events
from September 2015.

Original Title:
Die Eroberung Europas durch
die USA.
Zur Krise in der Ukraine
Original language: German
Revised edition,
published in August 2017
224 pages
18.000 copies sold
RIGHTS SOLD TO RUSSIA
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Wolfgang Bittner holds a doctorate in law
and worked for newspapers, television and radio
broadcasting. He has published over 60 books for
adults, adolescents and children, both novels and
nonfiction books, and received several awards and
prizes.

www.westendverlag.de

